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Foreword

These objectives were recommended by facul Y2 students serving

on faculty committees, and administrative staff. They were based on

discussions with members of the Board of Trustees, advi ory commit-

tees, community groups such as the Pat ons Association, Chambers of

Commerce, and more than twenty other groups who had meetings on

campus to review the college program. Last year's efforts at estab-

lishing "Institutional Goals" aided the effort this year. The recom-

mendation of these objectives was made by the Superintendent-President

to the Board of Trustees for their review and adoption at the r gular

meeting on October 13, 1970. They were adopted by Resolution No. 1440.

The "Achievements," were prepared by the office and administra-

tive staff and were based on available and auditable records. The

objectives and achievements were presented for review and acceptance

by the Board of Trustees at their meeting of July 13, 1971.

milo P. Johnson
Superintendent and President
Mt. San Jacinto College
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MEASURABLE INSTITUTIONAL OBJECTI, ES FOR 19/0-19ii

ACHIEVEMENT REPORT

I. General Education Objectives:

A. Each graduate will have demonstrated his uncerstanding of and

appreciation for the nature and development of our system of govern-

ment by having achieved the minimum behavioral objectives in any of

the following: History 17A and 17B; Political Science 1 and any

U.S. Histo y class; or History 51.

B. Each graduate will have demonstrated his knowledge of the factors

affe ting good mental and physical health and the moral and social

values related co membership in the family and a demoractic society

by having successfully achieved the behavioral objectives of the

course in Health Education.

C. Each graduate will have demonstrated his ability to communicate

thoughts clearly in speaking and writing, and his ability to read

with understanding by having achieved at least the minimum

behavioral objectives of at least the course in English Fundamentals

and one other coul-se in English, speech or journalism.

D. Each graduate will have demonstrated his understanding of the bio-

logical or physical environment by having completed at least the

minimum behavioral objectives of a course in biology, physics,

chemi- y physical_geography, geography 51 o physical anthropology.

E. Each graduate will have demonstrated his understanding of, apprecia-

tion for, and participation in, creative and cultural heritage and

activities or economic environment by successfully completing at

least the mintmum behavioral objectives of,,joursein the humani-

ties or social scieeLces in addition to those completed to fulfill

other stated obj cttves.
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F. Each graduate will have demonstrated his ability to develop personal

habits and attitudes to preserve and improve both mental and physi-

cal health for himself, his family, and his community by having suc-

cessfully achieved the behavioral objectives of at least four semes-

ter courses in physical education, if required.

Each graduate will have demonstrated his ability to use the basic

mathematical and arithmetical skills necessary to everyday life by

successfully achieving the behavioral objectives of at least one

course in mathematics, or by passing an examination in mathematics.

Achievement:

Each of the 107 graduates met_ the_objectives required for the _assoe7

iate degree listed A through G as evidenced in the records kept by

faculty members and as recorded on the students official transcripts.

II. Transfer Education:

A. Each student who intends to transfer to one of the California State

Colleges with complete certification will have satisfied the general

education requirements for such transfer by successfully achieving

at least the minimum objectives in a program of studies as follows:

nine semester units of natural science, nine seme units of

sot.ial science, eight semester units of humanities, six semester

units of basic subjects, and eighc. additional semester units elected

from the above areas or in the areas of mathematics, health education

and/or physical education.



Achievement:

All those graduates who indicated their intention to transfer to

one of the California State CsJleges have had_ t least one con-

ference, and in most cases several conferences with a M.S.J.C.

Itounselor, and hav met all of the minimum objectives of the gen-

eral education requirement for the school of their choice, except

in those case where choice of four year institution changed dur-

the last semester.

B. Each student who intends to transfer to any four year institution

other than California State Colleges, shall identify the college

and plan his general ci-cat1on program with his counselor or

advisor in such a 16y that he will meet that institutions general

education requirements.

Achievement:

All those students who indicated their intention to transfer to a

four year institution other than one of the California State

have had conferences with an M.S.J.C. counselor and 100%

have met their selected institutions' general education requirement.

III. Community Service:

The Community Service Program designed to assist the residents of

the District in achieving worthwhile utilization of leisure time, in

broadening of cultural and recreational knowledges and skills, and

in facilitating the exchange of ideas, the following specific ob-

jectives will be accomplished:

A. Building and grounds facilities will be made available to all
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cummunity groups for use upon request and within the rules and re-

gulations prescribed by law and policies established by the Board.

Achievemeiat:

The campus was used 58 times by a variety o groups ranging from a

play production by San Jacinto High School in S-1 to a meeting by

Experience Ir orporated utilizing the Little Theatre cafeteria and

four classrooms. 5-1 was used 26 times for a play, meetings and a

speech by Mt. V. Veysey. The Music Room was used by the Kiwanis,

Soroptimists, San Jacinto Chambe of Commerce Rotary and for a SS

Hemet Contest. A-5 was used elections, a Rotary Luncheon,

-erside County Educational Officers meetin- and police testing.

Additional classrooms and the cafeteria were used in conjuaction

with some of these meetings by College Auto Teachers Association

and Experience Incorpora ed.

B. Organized re reational activities will be provided at least one night

per w ek during the school year and four nights per week during

summer school.

Achievement:

Recreational activities were provided every Tuesday and Thursday that

school was in session during both fall and spring semesters. Activi-

ties included group and individual sports such as volleyball, badmin-

ton, golf, table tennis, body conditioning and square dancing. During

summer school, activities were offered in 11 different areas with some

activity being offered 5 afternoons and nihts each week

During the school year, attendance at the bi-weekly session numbered
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between nd 50 participants -ith an average of 40 for the 32

weeks. In the summer program 276 individuals were served in groups

of from 4 to 60.

C. At least four dramatic productions, two musical productions, and two

other cultural events open to the public will be presented during the

1970-71 school year.

Achievement:

The drama section produced five plays, Taming of the Shrew, Stop the

World I Want to Get Off. Medea, U S.A. and Anastasia for a total of

20 performances on campus. Off campus 2 plays were put on almost

in their entirety for I.S.O.M.A.T.A. in Idyllwild and 25 appearances

before civic = id church groups in the surrounding area. In addition,

two drama festivals were sponsored on campus for the high schools in

the area with almost 100 participants each time. The opera Hansel

and Gretel played to a standing room only audience for four nights.

The music department held a "Music of the Big Band E a" conce t

entitled "Remembering" for the retired people of the community, the

choral group performed before several groups and the orchestra played

for Hemet High School's open house. The Concer',: Series was ashow -

case for a piano duo, and a wide var_-ty of musical talent, includ-

ing individual performances by opera star Enrico DiGiuseppe and

_Frances Bible,

D. All requests from civic and service organ zations In the College dis-

t ict for speakers from the college staff wIll be filled. Requests

for dramatic or musical performances will be filled when they enhance

8



the educational program.

Achiev ent:

Dr. Thangaraj has spoke to almost all the major service c ubs

the Distric vin over 35 talks to nizations. He also

has presented reading and discussion serie civic groups. Other

faculty members have addressed several clubs and fraternal organiza-

tions both within and outside the District.

IV. Student Personn 1

1, Guidance

Provide testing, counseling and advising to students to "know them-

selves" through an integrated guidance and counseling program includ-

ing developing realistic goals and planning their lives and their

educational program so they can accomplish these goals.

In order to achieve the guidance goal for the year 1970-71, the fol-

lowing measurable objectives will be accomplished:

A. Of the new students enrolling, 1007. will confer with a counselor

or advisor, declare a major and plan a program of studies.

Achievement:

All students new_to 14_ n Jacinto College had at least one_confer-

ence with a counselor -lan a -o -m of studies. Ail students de-

clared a major on their registration form.

B. After their initial enrollment, not_more than_15% of the total stud-

ents will make class changes.

Achievement:



Total number of class enrollments

7

Breakdown of claas drops: No-Shows

Student Initiated

Teacher In_tiated
(Excessive Absences

Total -lass drops

Number Percentage
4,599 100%

155 3%

989 22%

645 14%

1,789 39%

A different br akdown of the students who dropped classes shows the

following:

Total number of students who withdrew from college 136 2-1 2%

Total number of students who dropped one or more
455 9-1/2%classes

Total number of students who dropped from full-
144 3%time to part-time

*As a result of failing to meet this objective, the faculty and staff

have started maor effo t to reduce the dro s See the .lan:"A

Method for Achieving Greater Retention of Students and Better

Student Performance", June 1971

Of the freshmen enrolling in the Fall, 1969, 45% of those in continu-

ous enrollment at JSJC and stating a transfer objective will have met

that educational objective by June, 1971.

Achievement:

Four hundred_sixty-six students stating a transfer objective enrolled

as first-time (new) students at Mt. San Jacinto College in the Fall,

1969. A complete longitudinal study_of these_students has been made.

The portion relevant for this institutional objective shows that 147

students had continuous enrollment for the four ensuing semesters.

Of thia 147 74 those in continuous enrollment, wIll. e=

ceive associate degreees June 1971. It s also interesting to
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note than an additional 24 (16%) of those -n continuous enrollment

have completed between 53 and 60 units,. _These_24 students have the

possibility of finishing the associa e degree in the Sununer, 1971

session, thereby raising the total graduates to 677. of those in

continuous enrol nt.

D. (1 ) Ninety percent of those completing the class which includes the

writing of educational and occupational goals will develop and

try out such goals.

Achievement:

All students who continued in the educational vocational, and pe

sonal a sessment classes had help in d veloping and trying out goals.

(2 ) In a written evaluation questionnaire, this goal setting aativi-

ty will be rated as helpful or very helpful by 70% of those who

write such goals.

Achievement:

On an evaluation questionnaire.in regard to how helpful the goal set-

ting activity had been the following_rating was recorded: Do you feel

this course has been helpful to you in the following areas:

Vocational Choice Yes 697.

Educational Plans Yes 69%

Personal Understanding Yes 86%

E. Thirty percent of the June 1970 graduates from the high schools with-

in the college district shall be enrolled in Mt. San Jacinto College

for the Fall, 1970 and/or Spring 1971 semesters.
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Achievement:

A study of the Spring, 1970 high school graduates who enrolled in Mt.

San Jacinto College for the Fall, 1970 and/or Spring, 1971 semesters

shows that 34% of these students enrolled for either the fall and/or

spring semesters. The breakdown of the highschools was as follows:

San Mt.
Jacinto Banning View Perris Hemet Beaumont Totals

Graduates (H.S.) 75 112 15 130 310 107 749

Enr ed at MSJC 23 48 6 27 108 39 251

Percentage Enrolled 30% 43% 40% 217. 35% 367. 347.

F. To encourage more persons of ethnic minority background to pur-

sue further education, at least 40 students of such background,

who would, in all like'tihood not attend college, will be recruited.

Achi vement:

Rec-rds show that at least 13 new students from ethnic minority back-

grounds entered Mt. San Jacinto in the Fall 1970, semester as a

direct result ofrec uitin contacts by students. At least 15 addi-

tional students from ethnic minority backgrounds entered jn the

Spring, 1971 semester as a direct result of peer recruiting.

To aid in recruitment of ethnic minority students, 3 filmstrip-

tape multi media packages will be developed; one each for per-

sons of American-Indian, Mexican-American, and Negro backgrounds.

Achievement:

The three_recruitment ta es are in final stages of production.

(3) To promote better understanding of the unique cultural heritage

of the American-Indian, the Mexican-American, and the Negro,
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3 filmstrip-tape multi media packages will be developed for use

in various social science programs by all students (to be devel-

oped as part of one of the guidance projects).

A hievement:

The 3 "understanding" tapes are tn final stages of production.

In order to determine factors effecting drop-out and re-entry of

students,

(1) Information on factors effecting exit and r -entry will be

obtained on all students who withdrew from college during the

Fall semester of 1969 and re-enrolled fo the Fail semester of

1970, by February 1, 1971.

Achievement:

The longitudinal study of the Fall 1969 first-time enroll. e shows

that of the 162 students dropping out_during or at h

Fall 1969 semester, 0 returned

the

ege in the Fall 1970 The e

students stated that financial problems and job committments were

the biggest factors in their missing a semester of college.

(2) Information on factors affecting drop-out will be obtained on

75% of students who withdrew from all classes during the Fail

semester 1970 by July 1, 1971.

The information will be compared and All factors j dged that

have an effect on a student's decision to withdraw or re-enter

college will be tabulated.

(3)

Achievement:

Acemplete study was done on students_who withdrew from all classes

13



1.1

during the Fall, 1970 seneste

from the study:

Marital Status

The fol owing are pertinent exerpts

A. Single 47%
B. Married 47%
C. Divorced 2%

D. Separated 3%

How did you get to college?

A. My own car 71%
B. Parents car 8%
C. Rode with others 87.

D. School bus 77.

E. Other including motorcycle) 5%

If you were employed while attending college, the number of hours
per week required on the job.

A. 0-9 10%

B. 9-16 18%

C. 17-24 10%
D. 25-32 107.

E. 33-40 2$%
F. Over 40 21%

How many units of college work have you c-mpl-ted?

A. 1-15 32%
B. 16-30 177.

C. 31-45 4%
D. 46-60 6%
E. Over 60 17%
F. None 2%

What was your reason for attending college? (Mark more than one if
applicable)

A. To prepare for transfer to another college 337
B. To get a junior college degree 19%
C. To complete a vocational program 9%
D. To take a short term program, or courses

of special interest 127.

E. Other 207.

14
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How many of the following influenced your decision to wi'-hdraw
from college?

A. Change in marital status
B. Financial problems
C. Take full-tine employment
D. I no longer plan to attend college
E. I no longer live in the community
F. Military service
G. Transportation problems
H. The college was not meeting my needs
I. Other

Have you enrolled in classes at Mt. San Jacinto College for
spring semester?

A. Yes
B. No

25%
74%

(4) Using the factors determined in the above study, recommendations

for change in counseling, administrative or instructional proce-

dures which will mini ize factors cited as cause for withdrawal

and maximize factors cited as cause for re-entry will be made

with the aim of reducing drops by 5% for the 1972-73 school

year.

Achiev-

In order to help the student formulate more concrete educatio_al

goals and in order to give the student and his counselor an opportun-

ity to discuss personal problems, a new counseling registration _pro-

cedure has been develo ed and implemented.

2. Job Placement

A. The counseling staff will find part-time Job opportunities for

all students who desire to have such work and whose records

indicate they can profit from such employment.

15



Achievement:

Records show that approximately 150 part-time off campus jobs were

made available to students and approximatt-ly 100 students took jobs.

It should be pointed out that in same instances job times are not

compatible with students' hours. In addition approximately 60

students held on campus jobs during the school year.

3. Student Activities

A. The student government association will have completed by Febru-

ary 1, 1971, a set of behavioral objectives for the student body

organization, and will have identified the means of accomplish-

ing these objectives.

Achievement:

Student government members have develo ed a Set of behavioral obec-

tives for the student body_organization. See document mailed to

Board on 7/9/71.

B. In February, 1971, on a written evaluation questionnaire, the

process of formulating the student body objectives will be judged

as valuable or very valuable by 70% of those JLnvolved in writing

them.

Achievement:

On an evaluation ques onnaire 95% of the students involved in form-
. _ _

ulating the objectives judged the experience as valuable. The ques-

tionnaire included the follcwing_guestions:

Questionnaire

Students who met and worked on the poject are to answer the follow-

16
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.g questions regarding the a ve-stated process:

1. Was the project of value to you in learning how to establish

objectives for the Associated Student Body?

2. Do you think _at the project in its completed form will be

valuable to the entire student body when it is completed and

executed?

3. Did you feel the process was sufficient to allow students to

explore what they feel are the goals they wish to accomplish

for their own organization? Were students allowed to determine

their own goals?

4. What suggestions or recommendations do you have for working on

their obje tive- in the future?

V. Special Remedial or Second Chance:

Students, who did not complete high school and who are over 18 years

of age, and those students who are so deficient in subject skills and

knowledge that they will find it difficult to succeed in junior college

classes, will be provided with special classes, or workshops, or lab-

oratory experiences which will prepare them for college classes. In

order to achieve the special remedial or second chance goal for the

year 1970-71, the following measurable objectives will be accomplished:

A. All students who indicate a desire to improve their reading skill

will be enrolled in a regular reading class. Ninety percent of

the students who persevere throughout the semester will meet the

minimum objectives of the course and receive a passing grade.

17
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Achievemen :

TWenty-seven students were enrolled in the s ecial readlag_classes_

during the Fall, 1970 semester. Standardized testing showed that

787 of this group read at the 10th grade level and below. All stu-

dents who persisted in the class met the minimum objective of the

course and received a passing grade.

All students who indicate a desire to improve their arithmetic skills

will be enrolled in a remedial math program, and at least 45% of

these will meet the measurable objectives of that course, thereby

passing the entrance examination for Elementary Algebra.

Achievement:

One hundred thirteen students were enrolled in the remedial math

classes Forty-seven percent (52 students) completed requirements

for entrance into Elementary Albegra. Another 5% of the students

completed lesser math goals, b t will do additional work before en-

trance to Elementary Algebra6 (The total enrollment figure is the

original enrollment.:,

C. Students who indicate a desire to improve their knowledge of American

History but who are of low verbal skills will be enrolled in History

51 Eighty percent of the students who persevere throughout the sem-

ester will meet the minimum objectives of the course, receive a pass-

ing grade, and thus satisfy theIr government and history requirements

for graduation.

Achievement-

Forty students were enrolled in the History 51 classes for the Fall,

1970, semeste . Ninety-two percent of those isting in the course

18



received a passing grade, thus satisfying thair government and history require-

ment for graduati n.

D. Students who desire to take a science course that is challenging but within

the ability of students with low verbal skills may enroll ±n Georgraphy 51.

Ninety percent of the students who persevere throughout the semester will

meet the minimum objectives of the course, receive a passing grade and thus

satisfy the science requirement for graduation.

Achievement:

Sixteen students were enrolled in the Geography 51 class for the Fall, 1970,

semester. Ninety-four percent of those persisting in the course received a

passing grade, thus satisfying the science requirement for graduation.

VI. Occupational training:

Provide qualified district residents, who request full time or part time

training leading to available employment, with local vocational and technical

education, where the number of requests justify the program. Provide district

residents who request full time training not offered at MSJC, and which leads

to employment, and who are qualified to take such training, with an opportunity

to enroll in another community college which offers the desired program.

Achievement:

Twen -two occu a one l iro -ams offertn. 103 classes s_ow a total enrollmen

of 972_.

Provide leadership in the cooperative implementation of the Sta e Vocational Area

P/an, with other schools and colleges, and government agencies, in order to promote

the broadest possible occupational training network for students and employers of

this district.

Achievement.:

The Dean of Vocational Education_and members of the vocational

19
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instructional staff have p rticipated in regional and State meetings

for the improvement of occupational training but the prime work _on

this objective was done by Board member Omer Barker who was elected

to the Area XI Planning Committee Vocational Te-hnical Education.

In order to achieve our occupational training goal for the year 1970-71,

the following measurable objectives will be accomplished:

A (1) Of high school students enrolled in Auto Body at the initial

attendance report period, 757 will sattsfactorlly complete

the semester. Achievement: 93% did complete.

(2) Of high school student.7 enrolled in Auto Mechanics at the

initial attendance report period, 75% will satisfactorily com-

plete the semester. Achievement: 81% did complete.

(3) Of high school students enrolled in Printing at the, initial at-

tendance report period, 80% will satisfactorily complete the

semester. Achievement: 717. did complete.

Of first semester non-H.S students enrolled in Auto Body at

the initial attendance report period, 75% will satisfactorily

complete the semester. Achievement: 80% did complete

(2) Of first semester non-H.S. students enrolled in Engineering

Technology at the initial attendance report period, 807 will

satisfactorily complete the semester. Achievement: 857. did

complete.

Of first semester non-H.S. students enrolled in Engineering

Technology at the initial attendance report period, 40% will

satisfactorily complete the semester. Achievement: 55% did

complete.

20
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(4) Of f rst semester students enrolled in LVN classes at the ini-

tial attendance report period, 80% will satisfactovily com-

plete the semester. Achievement: New classes in LVW were not

started in 1971-72.

(5) Of first semester non-H.S. students enrolled in Photography,

at the initial attendance report period, 90% will satisfactorily

complete the semester. Achievement: 85% did complete

Of first semes..er non-H.S. students enrolled in Printing at the

initial attendance report period, 67% will satisfactorily com-

plete the semester. Achievement: 67% did complete.

The second semester non-H S. students enrolled in Auto Body at

the initial first semester attendance report period, 40% will

satisfactorily complete the semester, or will have accepted a

full-time position in the above, or closely related, occupation.

Achievement: 72% did complete.

(2) Of second semester non-H.S. students enrolled in Auto Mechanics

st the initial first semester attendance report period, 50%

will satisfactor ly complete the semester, or will have accepted

a full-time position in the above, or closely related, occupa-

tion. Achievement: 90% did complete.

(3) Of second semester non-H.S. students enrolled in Engineering

Technol gy, 50% will satisfactorily complete the semester, or

will have accepted a full-time position in the above, or close-

ly related, occupation. Achievement: 60% did complete.

(4) Of second semester students enrolled in LVN classes at the

initial first semester attendance report period, 66% will

21



satisfactorily compl te the semester. Achievement: N/A.

(5) Of second semester non-H.S. students enrolled in Photography,

907. will satisfactorily complete the semester, or will have

accepted a full-time position in the above, or closely

lated, occupation. Achievement: 100% did complete.

(6) Of second semester non-H.S. students enrolled in Printing at

the initial first semester attendance report period, 607. will

satisfactorily complete the semester, or will have accepted

a full-time position in the above, or closely related, occu-

pation. Achievement: 78% did complete.

D. (1) Of students receiving a certificate or degree in Au Body,

507. will accept a position in the specified, or closely re-

lated occupation. Achievement: 1007. accepted positions.

(2) Of students receiving a certificate or dgree in Auto Mechanics,

507. will accept a position in the specified, or closely related

occupation. Achievement: 807. accepted positions.

Of students receiving a certificate or degree in Engineering

Technology, 907. will accept a full-time position in the speci-

fied or closely related, occupation. Achievement: 75% accepted

positions.

(4) Of students receiving a certificate or degree in LVN, 90% will

accept a position iv' the specified, or closely related, occu-

pation. Achievement: N/A.

Of students receiving a certificate or degree in Photography,

90% will accept a position in the specified, or closely related,

occupation. Achievemento 100% accepted positions.

(5)
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Of students receiving a ce tificate or degree in Printing, 90%

will accept a full-time position in the above, or closely relat-

ed,occupation, Achievement: N/A.

E. Of last year's students placed in a full-time position 4n the speci-

fied, or closely related, occupation, 90% will be judged by their

employer to be successful employees at the end of their first year

of employment. Achievement: Auto Body - 100%; Auto Mechanics -

100%; Licensed Vocational Nursing - 907., Photography - 100%, and

Printing - 100%

F. Of full-time vocational students who indicate a desire to work in a

job related to their major, 1007. will be aided by the vocational

counselor in obtaining such jobs. Achieve nt: 100% were assisted.

G. Within the VEA handicapped definition, 30 such students will be

recruited, counseled, and trained for occupations judged to be in-

dividually realistic by the counselor, pertinent instructor, and the

Vocational Dean.

Achievement:

The v cational counselor, per onally interviewed individually 70

handicapped people - 43 enrolled in occupational classes and 32

completed at leas- -ne semeste ork.

Within the VEA disadvantaged criteria, 25 such students will be

recruited, counseled, or enrolled in programs judged to be in-

dividually realistic by the counselor, pertinent instructors

and the Vocational Dean.

Achievement:

106 students who met the above crIteria were enrolled in vocational

programs.
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VII. Increasing the Effectiveness of InEtruction:

Although accomplishing -he following goals will not resu t in

direct and measurable "product output" they are herein listed as

a part. of the Institutional Goal Statement becau,e it is firmly

believed that by their accomplishment this year there will be

an improvement in the educational process which will in future

years reflect in better accomplishing the institution's measur-

able performance objectives.

Grading plans directly related to course objectives will be pre-

pared, additional courses will have behavioral objective written

and on file, new and revised individualized multi media will be

prepared and utilized, "prescriptive education" and "continuous

progression" education will be investigatc,d and further steps

will be taken to implement both. In order to achieve the goal

relating to the effectiveness of instructIon, the following ob-

jectives will be accomplished.

A. The updating of course content will further be achieved by

preparing measurable objectives for 29 courses and by re-

vising the measurable objectives already written for 21

courses.

Achieven;nt:

Seventy-six grading plans directly related to course objec-

tives were prepared.

Measurable obiectives were written for 28 additional courses,

and measurable objectives previously written were revised for

25 courses.
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B. Twenty-five filmstrip tape multi media lessons will be pre-

pared and produced by June 30, 1971. Each will have semi-

programmed worksheets and post tests when such instruments

are practical. All will be prepared so they can be copy-

righted.

Achievement:

Eight eight multi media lessons were produced in the fiscal

year and 44 are in the process of production as to June 0,

1971.

Filmstrip, tape multi media lessons will, be sold by mail order

and by direct sales at conferences and on campus for a total

of 750 uni,. a for the fiscal year.

Achievement:

1,929 multi media lesson were sold to other institutions

for a total sales volume of $13,760,

D. Faculty committees involved directly with students and the

students academic performance will investigate "prescriptive

education" and "continuous progression" education and submit

procedures for cone,deration by February 1, 1971, to be

utilized in reducing the drop rate and making the education

of each student more relevant for him.

Achievement:

As a result of failing to meet this objective, the faculty

and staff have started a major effort to reduce the drops.

See the lans "A Method for Achieving_Greater Retention of

Students and Better_Student Performance" June 1971 (copy appended).
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The foregoing pages listing the objectives and accomplishments

Mt. San Jacinco College for the school year 1970-71 describes the extent

to which certain parts of the educational program achieved the purposes

and objectives of this college as set forth in the catalog. The most

significant "output" achievement was the "units of credit completed" and

grades earned, based on performance objectives and precise grading plans

for courses.

The units of credit completed by all of the students for the year 1970-71

were 18,414, and the grade point average for all units completed was 2.6

(e+)*. The current expense co t per unit of credit earned is $59.44.

Cost per semester hour taught is $30.86** and cost per A.D.A. $925.80.

*There is some risk of producing a self serving statistic when an instructional

grade point average is used as one measure of institutional output. To

counteract this risk and for other purposes, teachers at Mt. San Jacinto

College have developed precise grading plans as a part of the performance

objectives for courses. Also, as verification of grading criteria certain

students grade point averages earned at M.S.J.C. are compared with their

grade point averages when these students transfer to four year colleges.

And next year money has been budgeted to provide travel expenses for

instructors to go to other colleges and universities where performance

objectives and precise grading plans are used so that M.S.J.C. instructors

can further verify their objectives and grading criteria.

**This lower cost is primarily the result of the fact that all physical

education classes, vocational education classes and all-laboratory classes

have many more hours than units.
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There is no summary statement available of the constraints which muL:t

be considered when making judgements on the effective use of financial

resources for purposes of accountability. Plans are under way to pr vide

the summary statement of constraints to the Board in the future so that

a more complete Accountability system may then be established.
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DEFINITIONS

Accountability as applied to the educational process is: (1) the ability

to demonstrate Lost effectiveness (efficient us .f resources) in meeting

agreed upon philosophy and goals, (2) when using verified objectives, (3)

when serving a well identified group of students, (4) and when taking

into consideration constraints relative to thin: school, course, group

of students and community.

Performance Objectives fcr Course - A series of statements describing

in measurable terms what skills, knowledges and other outcomes students

are expected to achieve as a result of this class including intermediate

points in the course at which students would be awarded units for com-

pleting objectives to tha, point.

Verified Objectives - Course objectives which have been approved by

an advisory committee, a group of teachers of the same subject or by

a recognized authority.

Constraints - Those obstacles to the learning activity which are beyond

the control of immediately responsible educators and which may or may

not be controllable by anyon in the school district.

Restraints - Th se hindrances to learning which are within the control

of one or more of the educators who are immediately responsible. Hin-

drances which may be reduced in the time span of this class (semester).

Student Effort Fac ors - Those actions associated with motivation which

if practiced by the student in a given class lead to his achieving ob-

jectives commensurate with his potential.
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Gradin_ Criteria - A set of criteria f _he awarding of letter grades
-

cased on student achievements of performance objectives for the course

and including criteria for establishing grades for intermediate points

in the course where each unit or fraction of a unit is earned.

Conferrin Process - The act of two or more people analyzing available

data, considering trends and mutually arriving at an agreed upon plan

of action or a conclusion.

Philosophy - Means a composite statement of the relationship between

the Individual and society based upon beliefs, concepts, and attitudes

from which the goals and objectives of the district are derived. Cali-

fornia Education Code 7561

Go- s - Means a statement of broad direction or intent which is general

and timeless and is not concerned with a particular achieve ent within

a specified time period. California Education Code 7562.

Objectives - Means a devised accomplishment that can be verified within

a given time and under spee,fiable conditions which, if attained, ad-

vances the system toward a corresponding goal. California Education

Code 7563.

Teacher-student accountabilit - The ability of the teacher to demon-

strate that he has taken all reasonable steps to assist students to

accomplish the course objectives up to each student's fullest potential.

Corollary - The ability of the student to demonstrate that he has made

reasonable effort to accomplish all of the course objectives up to his

fullest potential.
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A Method for Achieving Greater
Retention of Students and
Better Student Performance

This plan envisions the following eps:

1. At the end of the fir t week of the semester, each teacher and his

administrative representative coordinator) will confer regarding one

pre-selected course. They will consider the grade point average of

registered students furnished by registration office, re ults of first

of the semester tests results of placement tests, student records

from the previous semester of this course, constraints, and restraints

in an attempt to predict the factors which may keep some students from

achieving all of the course objectives.

The teacher and the administrator will confer on the statement of

constraints and confirm that they represent constraints and not res-

traints.

2. The teacher and the admini trator confer on the steps to be taken by

the teacher to help reduce certain selected restraints. This will

include the possibility of asking the counseling office to transfer

some misplaced students to other classes.

3. Administrative representative and the teacher confer on the steps

to be taken by the administrator to help reduce other selected

restraints.

4. The administrative representative will, by the third week of the

semester, prepare a report including course title and catalog number,

number of students enrolled, along with a listing of agreed upon

constraints beyond the scope of these two conferees to reduce, and

restraints upon which each will work. This will be presented to

the Superintendent during a conferring session during the third week.
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5. At the end of the year the teacher and administrative repr _ ntative

will confer on the results of the students' achievements and the ad-

ministrator will be responsible for making a report on grades earned

in accordance with the grading plan, and a report on constraints which

were verified during the year as being beyond the influence of the

teacher and administrative representative and a report on_the restraints

which each had eliminated. These reports will be presented in writing

to the Superintendent with a copy to the teacher.

6. This conferring process will be started on a trial basis with one class

for each teacher using a different class each semester. In June 1972

this plan will be reviewed for improvement or for replacement.

At the first of the year the teacher brings to the conference with the
administrative representative the following:

1. A copy of the precise objectives for the course and a copy of the grad-

ing criteria. Each should be dated.

2. A list of constraints which describes the main reasons why in the opin-

ion of the teacher all of last semesters students did not complete all

of the objectives with the highest possible grade.

3. A copy of this yea 's first of the semester tests designed by the

teacher to determine the readiness of new students to meet the c urse

objectives.

4. Results of the first of the semester tests given to the new class.

5. Other available information about students, i.e., previous grade point

average for each student.

What is to be accomplished at the first-of-the-year conference between the
instructor and the administrative representative:



1. Precise objectives for the course and grading criteria are to be dis-

cussed and methods agreed Lo in order to v ,'ify these with other teach-

ers, consultants, or by advisory committePs.

2. Discuss the constraints relating to the previous semester's student

achievements.

3. Discuss the first of the semester tests utilized by the teacher to de-

termine the readiness of new students to meet the objectives of the

course.

4. Confer on the constraints relating to this semester's students and how

these may differ from last semester's.

5. Confer on the restraints which are --ible for the teacher to reduce

and how these relate to the teacher's professional goals.

6. Confer on the restraints which are possible for the administrative

representative to reduce.

At the end of the year the teacher brings to the conference with the admin-
istrative-representative the following:

1. A copy of the precise objectives for this coarse and the grading plan

and suggestions for updating one or both.

2. The number enrolling and completing this course for the previous

semester.

3. A list of the projected constraints reevaluated in respect to what

actually developed during this current year.

4. A copy of the final exams and grades earned on the final exam and

other records of student achievement including final grades.

5. Evidence of having reduced the restraints which were possible for the

teacher to influence.
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What is to be accomplished at the end-of-the-year conference between the
instructor and tbe administrative representative:

1. Confer on the comparison of projected constraints with the list of

constraints which actually developed during the year.

2. Confer on the teacher's efforts to try and reduee the restraints which

we::,e within the power of the teacher to influence.

3. Confer on the administrative representative's efforts to redace the

restraints which were within the power of administration to influence.

4. Confer on what is to be learned from studying the grades earned by

these stude,its considering the constraints that existed and the er-'-

train s which were reduced. Plan what can be done next time this

class is taught to increase the retentIon rate and to increase student

performance.



DEFINITIONS

Constraints Those obstacles to the l7arning activity which are beyond the

control of immediately responsible educators and which may or may not be

controllable by anyone in the college district.

Restraints - Those hindrances to le-rning which are within the control of

one or more of the educators who are immediately responsible. Hindrances

which may be reduced in the time span of this class (semester).

Precise Objectives for Course a series of statements describing in

measurable terms what skills, knowledges and other outcomes students are

expected to achieve as a result of this class.

Grading Criteria - A set of standards for the issuance of letter grades

based on levels of student achievements of the precise objectives for the

course.

Conferring Process - The act of pro people analyzing available data, consid-

ering trends and mutually arriving at an agreed upon plan or conc2.ision.

Philosophy - "Philosophy" means a composite statement of the relationship

between the individual and society based upon beliefs, concepts, and attitudes

from which the goals and objectives of the district are derived. Edu.Code 7561.

Goals - "Goal" means a statement of broad direction or intent which is gener&l

and timeless and is not concerned with a particular achievement within a

specified time period. Edu Code 7562.

Objectives - "Objective" means a devised accomplishment that can be verified

within a given time and under specifiable conditions which, if attained,

advances the system toward a corresponding goal. Edu. Code 7563.
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